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AbstractWithin the maritime environment, helicopters can be used for a wide variety of missions including rescuemissions, transport of personnel and material as well as for surveillance and reconnaissance. To performsuch tasks on open sea and to expand the onshore refueling range, ship deck landings are necessary. Ad-verse weather conditions, such as high winds, fog and precipitation lead to strong ship movements andcreate a turbulent environment on the ship’s landing deck. Combined with few visual cues, ship deck op-erations put a high workload on pilots which can compromise flight safety. To support pilots during shipdeck operations a symbology concept was integrated into the previously developed head-mounted dis-play (HMD) based on a Microsoft HoloLens 2. Three advanced flight control modes were developed for theapproach phase. Results from a simulator campaign with pilots in a realistic scenario indicate that the han-dling qualities can degrade with the HMD and only the relative translational rate command (RTRC) is suitedas advanced control mode for ship deck operation.

ABBREVIATIONS

ACAH Attitude Command Attitude HoldACT/FHS Active Control Technology/Flying Helicopter SimulatorACVH Attitude Command Velocity HoldACVsH Ship-Based Attitude CommandVelocity HoldAVES Air Vehicle SimulatorDLR German Aerospace CenterDoF Degree of FreedomDVE Degraded Visual EnvironmentFOV Field of viewHEDELA Helicopter Deck Landing AssistanceHELMA Helicopter Flight Safety in MaritimeOperationsHMD Head-Mounted Display
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1. INTRODUCTION

Helicopters are used in the maritime environmentin a wide field of military and civil applications.Military missions cover search-and-rescue (SAR),surveillance, reconnaissance and defence while civilapplicationsmainly cover rescue and transport mis-sions to maritime infrastructures. In many missionsthe mission range and time is very limited by theamount of fuel which the helicopter can carry as re-fueling must be performed onshore. The refuelingproblem and further offshore mission challengescan be resolved by performing ship deck landings(SDL). In the past, the SDL manoeuvre has beenmainly performed by military operators while in re-cent years civil police operators have also startedto acquire the capabilities for SDL to support theirtasks such as maritime border control.
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This enables operators to quickly transport person-nel and material to and from ships and to use thehelicopter outside the onshore refueling range forreconnaissance and rescue missions.

Figure 1 Final approach during a ship deck landingon the F-124 frigate in the AVES simulatorwith eye gaze (red circle)

In comparison to helicopter onshore operation, fly-ing offshore is often challenging for pilots. Mar-itime weather is frequently dominated by low cloudbases, perception and fog, which lead to poor vis-ibility. High wind speeds and turbulence put highdemands on performance and maneuverability ofhelicopters. A ship deck landing on open sea putsmultiple challenges on pilot and the helicopters per-formance. Particularly during adverse weather con-ditions the landing deck is moving around the rota-tional and translational axis, mainly in roll, pitch andheave. The ships superstructure, the hangar, mastsand rotating antennas create a turbulent and con-stantly changing air wake above the landing deck.Spray from breaking waves disturb the direct sightand the horizon as a visual reference might not bevisible due to fog and perception.
Those conditions, turbulence and poor visibilitycombined with few visual cues in the maritime en-vironment and challenging manoeuvres during theship deck landing can lead to a low situationalawareness and can create a highworkload on pilots.To find the limits of acceptable weather conditionsfor SDL a helicopter ship qualification testing is con-ducted for every relevant combination of vessel andhelicopter types. The result is a ship helicopter oper-ation limit (SHOL) chart for each deck approach pat-tern, as defined in flight procedure instructions, e.g.the Helicopter Operations From Ships Other ThanAircraft Carriers (HOSTAC) [1]. It shows the maxi-mum allowable wind speed for each wind directioncombined with the ship’s maximum roll and pitchangle at which test pilots considered the workloadfor the fleet pilot still as acceptable [2].

Previous research has shown that the helicopter’shandling qualities as well as pilots workload andsituational awareness can be reduced by using vi-sual assistance systems [3, 4]. A recent study investi-gated the potential benefits of helmet-mounted dis-plays (HMD) in in the offshore environment [5, 6, 7,8]. Previous research activities at DLR show the ben-efit of HMDs for obstacle avoidance and guidancefor helicopter missions in degraded visual environ-ments (DVE) [9, 10]. Further improvements in theoverall performance of ship deck landings can beachieved by utilizing advanced control laws. Thereexist designs based on nonlinear dynamic inversionwhich feature augmented response types that reg-ulate acceleration, velocity and position relative tothe landing deck [11]. It was found that a combina-tion of visual cues with control augmentation canalso improve the helicopter handling qualities andincrease the operational capabilities in DVE [12].
One research area of the Department of Rotorcraftof the Institute of Flight Systems at the GermanAerospace Center (DLR) in Braunschweig is the useof assistance systems to improve the helicoptershandling qualities and to increase the pilots situa-tional awareness and to reduce their workload forland but also for offshore operations.
In this research a symbology concept for a visualassistance system based on the commercial-off-the-shelf augmented reality (AR) glasses MicrosoftHoloLens and three advanced flight control modeswere developed to support pilots during the shipdeck landing manoeuvre. A maritime environmentwas implemented into the research simulator AVES(Air Vehicle Simulator) consisting of elements in thevisualization and a ship simulation. The assistancesystems were evaluated in a simulator campaign bythree pilots from the Flight Service of the GermanFederal Police. During the campaign, the pilots flewtwo ship deck landing tasks derived from the SHOLchart with and without the developed HMD and indifferent control mode configurations.
The paper proceeds as follows. In Sec. 2 the work onthe visual assistance system during former projectsand results from previous campaigns is described.In Sec. 3 and 4 a detailed description of the imple-mented symbology in the HMD and the advancedcontrolmodes is given. Sec. 5 and 6 cover the prepa-ration, simulator configuration, evaluationmethodsand test missions for the evaluation campaign. InSec. 7 and 8 the results from the evaluation cam-paigns are presented and a conclusion, discussionof the results and outlook for further research isgiven.
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2. PREVIOUS WORK

The research on helicopter assistance systems forthe maritime environment was performed withinthe projects HELMA (Helicopter Flight Safety in Mar-itime Environments) and HEDELA (Helicopter DeckLanding Assistance). Both projects were conductedtogether with the Flight Service of the German Fed-eral Police.

2.1. Project HELMA

The goals of the project HELMA (2016 - 2018)were to increase helicopter flight safety in offshorewind farms by use of assistance systems. To con-duct research on the possibilities of modern vi-sual assistance systems for helicopter operation,the commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) augmented re-ality (AR) glasses Microsoft HoloLens 1 were se-lected. The main selection criteria for the COTS sys-tem was the low price, a quick and versatile devel-opment toolchain and state-of-the-art color displaysand connectivity technologies. A development en-vironment using the recent graphics programmingengine has been built up and the glasses were inte-grated into the AVES at DLR Braunschweig [13, 14].The first symbology concept for assisting pilots dur-ing theirmissions in offshorewind farms, whichwasintegrated into the Head-Mounted Display (HMD) isshown in Fig. 2. The symbology is described in detailin Ref. [6].
To evaluate the benefit of the developed HMD twopiloted campaigns were conducted in the AVES sim-ulator. A maritime environment consisting of 3Dmodels and a wave and weather simulation was in-tegrated into the AVES visualization engine. A to-tal of ten pilots participated in the studies and flewtwo tasks in the first campaign (a SAR mission anda navigation task) and one task in the second cam-paign (a hover task at a wind turbine) under DVEconditions in the offshore wind farm Alpha Ventus.The Situation Awareness Rating Technique (SART)was used to evaluate situational awareness and theNASA Task Load Index (TLX) and the Bedford Work-load Rating were used to evaluate pilots workload.
The analysis of the subjective SART data shows thatwith one exception all pilots during all missions ex-perienced an increased situational awareness by us-ing the HMD. As for the NASA TLX ratings most pi-lots experienced a decreased overall workloadwhileusing the HMD. In three cases pilots experienced ahigher workloadmainly due to the complexity of thesymbology and unfamiliarity with the HMD.

As a conclusion, all pilots stated that such a HMDcould support their daily work during commer-cial and police operations in offshore wind farmsand could increase flight safety. For notable bene-fits, most pilots stated that more training is neces-sary and the symbology colours and shapes shouldadapt the pilots helicopter avionics concept.

2.2. Project HEDELA

The goal of project HEDELA (2019 - 2021) was toincrease helicopter flight safety during helicoptership deck landing. During the project, the HMD wasupgraded to a Microsoft HoloLens 2 [15] and thesymbology concept was enhanced with elements tosupport the ship deck landing task. This is furtherdescribed in chapter 3. Advanced 3D ship modelsand a ship movement simulation were added to themaritime environment, which is further described inchapter 5.1.
A major achievement during the project was the in-tegration of the COTS AR glasses as a HMD intoDLR’s research helicopter ACT/FHS (Active ControlTechnology/Flying Helicopter Simulator), a highlymodified EC135. An algorithm for stabilizing the in-ternal head tracking with an external head trackerwas developed and the helicopter was equippedwith a COTS head tracker and a WIFI interface tothe build-in experimental system. Designed as aproof-of-concept demonstration the first test flightsshowed the qualification of COTS AR glasses asHMDin a civil helicopter and revealed further technolog-ical challenges [16].

3. SYMBOLOGY IN THE HMD

With the HoloLens 2 as HMD it is possible toplace three-dimensional holograms anywhere inthe world. The holograms themselves are only lim-ited by the capabilities of current game engines.However, due to the general requirements for vi-sual pilot assistance, such as low clutter, simplicityand intuitiveness, the holograms usually only con-sist of lines. The basic set of holograms, indepen-dent of ship deck landings, are shown in Fig. 2.
Various visual cues were developed for the HMD tosupport pilots when they approach and land on shipdecks. It is not intended that all holograms are al-ways active, but rather that the pilots evaluate a va-riety of indications.
For navigating to the ship, a purple marker is firstdisplayed. It consists of an icon with a label and adirection indication, see Fig. 3.
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Figure 2 Basic HMD symbology

Figure 3 Detailed view of the visual cues to assistnavigating to the ship (purple)

The icon symbolizes the top-down view of the ship.This tells the pilot (a) which object the icon repre-sents and (b) which direction the ship is heading.The label next to the icon shows the ship’s identifica-tion. The detailed information, distance and head-ing, in the label text are only displayed if the pilotlooks at it, representing an automatic head track-ing based decluttering. In addition, a "V" icon is dis-played in the heading tape, which indicates the di-rection from the helicopter to the ship. The directionin which the ship is moving is shown with a confor-mal arrowed line.
If the helicopter gets closer to the ship, a tunnel-in-the-sky is shown, which corresponds to the TACAN(Tactical Air Navigation) approach from the HOSTAC[1], see Fig. 4. The tunnel is virtually attached at theship so that it moves with it, except for pitch androll. Such a tunnel can guide the pilot duringmanualflight or it can be used tomonitor the autopilot. Nor-mally, the pilot can customize the shape of the tun-nel gates, but the square brackets were predefined

Figure 4 TACAN approach for ship deck landing vi-sualised with a Tunnel-in-the-Sky

Figure 5 Detailed view of the ship’s outline. A driftindicator shows the relative speed to theship (green circle = helicopter and purple =ship)

for this experiments because other gate design canobscure the view of the ship.
Especially for the final approach, the ship’s speedand the relative drift speed are additionally dis-played, see Fig. 5. The ship’s speed is shown as amarker in the speed band. To show the drift rela-tive to the ship, the existing drift display for fixedobjects was modified accordingly. The circle repre-senting the ship is marked by the ship icon. The iconrotates so that heading deviations from the ship arealso displayed here. The example in Fig. 5 showsthat the helicopter drifts slightly forward relative tothe ship.
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4. FLIGHT CONTROL MODES

To support pilots during the final approach andlanding phase, augmented flight control laws wereimplemented. Two basic and three advanced con-trol modes were developed focusing the ship decklanding task and were implemented in an estab-lished and flight-testedmodel-following control sys-tem [17]. This is a model-following control systemwhich imposes the desired command model dy-namics on the controlled helicopter [18]. The con-trol system consists of the commandmodel, a feed-forward controller and a decoupled cascaded feed-back controller (as shown in Fig. 6). The commandmodel generates reference signals for the desiredhelicopter motion. Different command types com-bined with various hold functions are implementedin the command model. These control modes aresupposed to reduce pilot’s workload and to opti-mize the vehicles handling qualities especially in sit-uations with high turbulences above the ship deckor degraded visibility.
The feedforward controller is based on a 11-DoF he-licopter dynamic model. This model was derived bysystem identification in time domain [19]. The feed-forward controller improves the response quick-ness and provides basic response decoupling. Thefeedback controller compensates differences be-tween commanded and measured values due todisturbances and modeling deficiencies. The feed-back controller additionally includes the controlmode hold function, e.g. the attitude hold mode.

Figure 6Model-following flight controlarchitecture [20]

4.1. Classical control modes

Two classical command types, namely AttitudeCommand Attitude Hold (ACAH) and TranslationalRate Command (TRC) were implemented in theAVES simulator. With the ACAH command type, thelongitudinal and lateral stick deflections are propor-tional to aircraft pitch and roll attitudes. With theTranslational Rate Command (TRC) mode, the stickdeflections are proportional to longitudinal and lat-

eral aircraft velocities. In the two command types,yaw rate is commanded with the pedals and is com-bined with a Direction Hold (DH) and vertical speedis commanded using the collective stick and is com-bined with a Height Hold (HH).

4.2. Advanced control modes

Three advanced command types, Attitude Com-mand Velocity Hold (ACVH) (with no ship com-munication), Relative Translational Rate Command(RTRC) (with ship communication) and a ship-basedAttitude Command Velocity Hold (ACVsH) (with shipcommunication) are described in the following sec-tion.
The ACVH mode holds the flight path of the heli-copter (ground speed and course) when the cyclicis released and acts as a classical attitude commandmodewhen the stick ismoved by the pilot. Addition-ally, the speed and course can also be adjusted us-ing the 4-way stick button. The forward speed andcourse of the helicopter at activation are stored asreference for the controller. The lateral referenceground speed is set to zero to prevent the driftcaused due to the wind. The helicopter returns to itsreference speed and course on release of the con-trol stick. The most significant feature of this modeis that no communication between the ship and thehelicopter is required. This mode can be useful forEMCON (Emission Control) missions where no com-munication with the ship is permitted to avoid hos-tile detection. The mode is designed for pitch, rolland yaw axis and the vertical axis has a classical ratecommand/height hold.
During the RTRC control mode the speed of the he-licopter is matched to the ship speed. In this mode,inputs in the cyclic stick are proportional to a veloc-ity output in the longitudinal and lateral helicopteraxis like in a classical TRCmode. The vertical axis hasa classical rate command/height hold.
In the ACVsHmode the helicopter initially adapts theheading and speed of the ship. Using the 4-way stickbutton on the cyclic stick the heading and speed ofthe helicopter can be adjusted. Inputs at the cyclicstick are proportional to a pitch or roll output angleand by releasing the stick, the ACVsH control modeis reactivated at the new position. The difference ofthis mode to ACVH is that it involves a communi-cation with the ship and hence can match the shipspeedwhereas in ACVH the pilot holdsmanually thecurrent speed and heading of the helicopter and ad-justs later.
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5. TEST ENVIRONMENT

A piloted campaign was conducted in DLR’s AVES fa-cility [21]. The research flight simulator center fea-tures three air vehicle modules, which can be ex-changed between a fixed based and amotion basedplatform. To perform basic and advanced researchon helicopter systems and in preparation for realtest flights, a replica of the cockpit of the researchhelicopter ACT/FHS is available as a cockpit module.While the motion platform is enabled by a 13 t elec-tropneumatic hexapod system, the recently revisedvisualisation on both platforms is based on 9 state-of-the-art LED projectors in cross-fire configurationdriven by image generators with the latest gaminggraphics cards.
The in-house developed nonlinear rotorcraft flightmodel HeliWorX is used to simulate the helicopterdynamics. It runs in real time at 1 kHz and is basedon DLR’s former flight model SIMH [22].
The study was conducted in two parts, a con-trol mode evaluation phase and a HMD evalua-tion phase. As flight control mode during the ap-proaches in the HMD evaluation phase, an ACAH inthe roll and pitch axis is used. This controlmode cor-responds to the AttitudeHold (ATT)mode on the Air-bus Automatic Flight Control System (AFCS) used inthe standard EC135.

5.1. Maritime Simulator Environment

The maritime environment, as also presented in[23], consists of elements in the visual simulationand the flight model. Various high fidelity 3D mod-els were integrated into DLR’s in-house developedimage generation software for the outside view pro-jection system. Relevant for the conducted simula-tion campaign is the F-124 "Sachsen" class militaryfrigate ship model.
As described in Tab. 2, a turbulent wind field basedon CFD (computational fluid dynamics) calculationwith the F-124 was used during the campaign. Theintegration and validation of the wind field intothe rotorcraft flight model HeliWorX is described inRef. [24, 25].
The motion of the ship model is driven by the in-house developed software VehicleControl. This soft-ware is integrated into the AVES simulator architec-ture via the real time simulation framework 2simu-late. It can execute vehicle dynamic models in MAT-LAB/Simulink, C++ or replay recorded data. At thecurrent state, a MATLAB/Simulink model based onthe Maritime Systems Simulator (MSS, [26]), a C++

hydrodynamic mass-spring-damper model or a re-play using data from the SCONE (Systematic Char-acterization Of the Naval Environment, [27]) projectof the US Navy Office of Naval Research can be usedto simulate shipmovements. An example of the out-put of the models is shown in Fig. 7. A direct com-parison of the output data is not possible at the cur-rent state since the models use different hydrody-namic ship data and different wave spectra. Eventu-ally themodels shall be used to analyze the requiredmodel complexity and fidelity for a helicopter shipdeck landing simulation.
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Figure 7 Ship movements from the SCONE model(left), MSS model (middle) and mass-spring-damper model (right)

While the MATLAB/Simulink model uses a sepa-rate wave generation algorithm and the SCONErecordings use prerecorded waves, the hydrody-namic mass-spring damper model uses the samewave model and heights as shown in the visualiza-tion. The wave calculation and visualization in theimage generator is performed by the Sundog Tri-ton Software Development Kit (SDK) which is cur-rently configured to use the JONSWAP (Joint NorthSeaWave Project) spectrum [28]. During the simula-tor campaign, theMSSmodel with 2 - 3m significantwave heights corresponding to awind speed at 20 ktfrom 30° was used. Considering the constraints ofthe realtime simulation this model was at that timethe best compromise between simplicity and real-ism.

6. SIMULATOR CAMPAIGN

The developed HMD symbology and the flight con-trol modes were evaluated in a piloted simulatorcampaign.
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Three pilots with different experience from theFlight Service of the German Federal Police partici-pated in the study. The overall experience as well asHMD and offshore experience of the pilots is shownin Tab. 1.
Table 1 Pilots experience

Pilot Total FlightHours[h]
OffshoreExperienceHMDExperienceTestPilot

A 2800 Yes Yes NoB 750 No No NoC 23000 Yes Yes No
The average age of the pilots was 45.3 (SD 11.9)years. As the overall flight experience shows, onepilot with only little flight experience, one with amedium level of experience and one very experi-enced pilot participated in the study. The experi-enced pilots were familiar with HMD, Night VisionGoggles (NVG) and were in possession of an Instru-ment Flight Rules (IFR) rating. These pilots also regu-larly flew offshore missions with varying helicopterswhile the novice pilot only had experience on on-shore missions as pilot-in-command with an AirbusEC135.

6.1. Test Missions

During the simulator campaign, two ship deck land-ing tasks were flown. The weather conditions andthe ships configuration are shown in Tab. 2.
Table 2 Tasks flown in the simulator campaign
Task 1 2Visibility 1300m CAVOK
Wind 20 kt, 30° 20-40 kt, 30°Airwakes behind the shipDistance to ship 3NM 1NMHeight 300 ft HASLAirspeed 100kts (IAS) 80kts (IAS)Ships direction 0°Ships speed 10 ktHMD with/without without
Flight ControlMode ACAH ACAH,TRC,ACVH,RTRC,ACVsH

Task 1 was designed as a typical offshore DVEscenario. The helicopter was positioned randomly1000m right or left of the extended ships longitudi-nal axis at a diagonal distance of 3NM behind theship. The mission was to recognise the ship and to

land. This task was flownwith andwithout the HMD.Since the purpose of the different control modeswas to improve the handling qualities during the fi-nal approach and landing, the helicopter was posi-tioned in task 2 directly behind the ship in a GoodVisual Environment (GVE) scenario with Ceiling andVisibility OK (CAVOK) and a smaller Indicated Air-speed (IAS). This task was flown in two classical con-trol modes (ACAH, TRC) and three advanced controlmodes (ACVH, RTRC, ACVsH).
The pilots received a briefing prior the simulatorcampaign where all control modes and the indica-tions in the HMD were explained in detail. Beforethe evaluation flights, the pilots had 30min to get fa-miliar with the helicopter control, the HMD and thecontrol modes in the simulator.

6.2. Evaluation Methods

For the subjective evaluation of workload the NASATLX, as described in [29], was used. It consists, asshown in Fig. 17, of a questionnaire in the six dimen-sionsmental, physical and temporal demand aswellas performance, effort and frustration. In a first stepthose are rated by the pilot on a 21-level Likert scaleranging from very low to very high. In a second stepthe pilot is asked to weight the dimensions with acomparison questionnaire. The results of the ques-tionnaire can be shown either as raw TLX value orwith the second questionnaire as weighted TLX re-sults. However, due to many complaints in previouscampaigns on the weighting questionnaire and re-sulting unmotivated answering, only the raw TLX re-sults were used in this campaign.
To evaluate the situational awareness the SituationAwareness Rating Technique (SART) by Taylor [30]as 10D questionnaire was used (Fig. 18). The pilot isasked to rate ten questions from the subcategoriesdemand (D), supply (S) and understanding (U) ofthe situation on a seven-point scale. The final SARTscore is calculated by Eq. 1.
(1) SART = U − (D − S)
For the analysis of the pilots eye movements theTobii Pro Glasses 3 were used. The binocular head-worn glasses use eight integrated IR LEDs and twocameras per side to track themovement of the eyes.The cameras work at a sampling rate of up to 100Hzwith an accuracy of 0.6°, according to the manufac-turers data [31]. The glasses are equipped with agyroscope, accelerometer, magnetometer, a micro-phone and a 95° horizontal FOV and 63° vertical FOVscene camera recording at 25 frames per second.
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A screenshot from the scene camera during a shipdeck approach is shown in Fig. 1.
For the data analysis the software Tobii Pro Lab incombination with a MATLAB script was used. Withinthe Tobii Pro Lab software multiple areas of inter-est (AOI) were defined; an Inside-the-Cockpit (ITC)area covering all cockpit instruments and one areaeach for the airspeed indicator (ASI), altitude indi-cator (ALT), heading (HDG) and attitude indicator(ATT). The Out-the-Window (OTW) area was definedas all valid tracking points which were not ITC. Themapping of each valid eye tracking recording frameto one ormultiple AOI was done by the Tobii Pro Labsoftware using an image recognition algorithm. Us-ing the results of the mapping, the in-house devel-oped MATLAB script calculated the number of AOIhits and the ITC/OTW percentage. The eye trackingwas only used without the HMD at this point.

7. RESULTS

In this section the results of the subjective and ob-jective analysis are presented. The first subsectioncovers task 1 with situational awareness and work-load for the evaluation flights with and without theHMD and eyetracking results for the case withoutHMD. The second subsection covers task 2 with theobjective results from the deck landing evaluationtoolchain and the subjective workload rating for theevaluation flight with different control modes.

7.1. Task 1: HMD Evaluation

The situational awareness scores as shown in Fig. 8are varying for all three pilots during task 1. Whilethe novice pilot B experiences a relatively high sit-uational awareness with the HMD, the medium-experienced pilot A only rates a slight increase andthe expert pilot C even experiences a decrease ofsituational awareness with the HMD.
The results of the workload analysis show a simi-lar picture. Here both expert pilots A and C expe-rience a slightly higher overall workload (OW) withthe HMD while the novice pilot B experiences a de-crease in OW, as Fig. 9 shows. Especially in the do-main of effort (EF) as shown in the complete NASATLX analysis in Fig. 10 both expert pilots see an in-creasing workload while using the HMD. Oppositeto results from previous campaigns, where somepilots experienced a higher mental demand (MD)when getting used to new symbology concepts inthe HMD (see [6]), both expert pilots didn’t experi-ence a higher MD in this campaign.
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7.2. Eyetracking analysis

While it was initially planned to compare the resultsfrom the internal eyetracking of the HMD with theresults from the external eyetracking glasses, onlythe data from the external eyetracking was used forthis analysis. This can be explained by difficulties inmapping the 2D recordings from the Tobii glasseswith the 3D recordings from theMicrosoft HoloLens2 and different origins of the used coordinate sys-tems.
The analysis of the eye tracking ITC/OTW percent-age in Fig. 11 shows that all pilots spendmost of theapproach looking out-the-window. The differencesbetween the two experienced pilots A,C and novicepilot B can be interpreted as an effect of training andflight experience.
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The results from the AOI analysis in Fig. 12 show therelevance of the main cockpit indicators during theapproach. All pilots have the most number of hitson the attitude indicator followed by the altitude in-dicator. It can be assumed from the results of thisanalysis that there is only a minor dependence onthe flight experience.

7.3. Task 2: Control Mode Evaluation

A recently developed evaluation toolchain in DLRwas used for assessing helicopter ship deck land-ings and to compare the effects of advanced con-trol modes on selected metrics in comparison toclassic control modes [32]. For an objective evalu-ation, touchdown conditions like position, velocityand attitude errors between the ship deck and thehelicopter are evaluated. In addition, supplemen-tary evaluation parameters for the entire approachsuch as levels of control activity (amplitude and fre-quency) and position and track error (x and y) during
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Figure 12 Number of hits onmain cockpit indicatorsin Task 1 without HMD (ASI: Airspeed in-dicator, ALT: Altimeter, ATT: Attitude indi-cator, HDG: Heading indicator)

the whole flight trajectory were also investigated.
Fig. 13 and Fig. 15 illustrate the position of the he-licopter relative to the deck center throughout thewhole approach including the landing phase usingthe basic mode ACAH and the advanced ACVH con-trol configuration by pilot A (other test points areavoided here for brevity). The touchdown positionsin the two figures depict that the pilot was able toachieve landing position inside the desired limitswith both the command types. Moreover, the pi-lots were able to achieve a desired or at least ad-equate performance for landing positions with al-most all the command types. The trajectories alsodepict that it wasmuch simpler to perform the land-ing in the ship air wake using ACVH command typethan the classical ACAH approach. In addition, theresults clearly show the improvement in accuracy oflandings achievable using the advanced commandtype.
The power spectral densities (PSD) for the pilot con-trol inputs by pilot A for all the five control configu-rations are presented in Fig. 16. It should be notedthat the results by other pilots are not presentedhere due to brevity. However, the control inputs byother pilots also demonstrated similar trends. Thefigures illustrate that the advanced command typesresulted in moderate reductions in the pilot controlactivity. An increase in the pilot control activity indi-cates a higher workload andmoreover, a larger con-trol deflection demands a larger control stick deflec-tion force [33].
The analysis of the subjective data for pilot A forthe five flight control modes is shown in Fig. 14.Judged by the overall workload the control modesTRC and RTRC support the pilot best to reduce hisworkload during the approach. Especially the lowTLX rating in the dimension of the mental demand
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Figure 13 Helicopter position relative to landing po-sition throughout ACAH Approach (by pi-lot A)

shows that those control modes are very intuitiveand do not require much training. Since the otherpilots did not finish the evaluation flights with allcontrol modes, only the results from pilot A werepresented. The opinion of those pilots regarding theadvanced control modes coincides with pilot A. Fol-lowing this campaign, a dedicated simulator cam-paign with two additional pilots to evaluate only thecontrol modes also indicated the RTRC as preferredcontrol mode [17].
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Figure 14 Complete Raw TLX Scores for pilotA in Task 2 (MD=Mental Demand,PD=Physical Demand, TD=TemporalDemand, PE=Performance, EF=Effort,FR=Frustration, OW=Overall Workload)

Figure 15 Helicopter position relative to landing po-sition throughout ACVH Approach (by pi-lot A)

7.4. Discussion

All pilots participating in the campaign complainedabout the reduced visibility of the HMD as an effectof the limited FOV and the slight darkening of theMicrosoft HoloLens 2 glasses. The view is obscuredby the multiple edges of the optics of the lenses.The darkening caused by the HoloLens is a simula-tor problem that occurs due to the low brightnessof the outside view.
While the additional cueing in the HMD still createda benefit for the novice pilot, the expert pilots feltprimarily disturbed during the final ship deck ap-proach. The reduced visibility is a disadvantage ofthe COTS AR glasses compared to aviation approvedHMD. In a previous simulator study with evalua-tion tasks in an offshore wind farm (as described inRef. [6]) none of the pilots felt disturbed by the re-duced visibility. Further research is necessary to in-vestigate at which weather conditions and missionsthe use of COTS AR glasses is still acceptable.
Three pilots with very different flight experienceparticipated in the study. This can be seen in all re-sults from the subjective analysis in perceived work-load, situational awareness and results from the eyetracking analysis. While it is very interesting to seethe opinions from pilots with different skill levels,it might be difficult to compare the results. In thecase of large differences in pilots flight experience itis more useful to compare individual scores and tokeep the flight experience inmind rather than focus-ing on statistical methods. Further research is nec-essary to investigate the effects of flight experienceon subjective metrics and objective performance.
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Figure 16 Power Spectral Densities of pilot controlinputs throughout different approaches(pilot A)

One factor that is important but could not be consid-ered is the training time required to become familiarwith such an HMD system. Even if the indicators areintuitively understood, it takes hundreds of hours tofully re-learn a behavior that was trained thousandof hours. Therefore, the results obtained here referto pilots who had very little training time with thedisplay method.
In this research only the eye tracking results of theTobii Pro glasses without the HMD were presented.It has to be investigated in the future, how this datacan be compared with eye tracking data from theHoloLens 2. A challenge here is the accuracy of theeye tracking in the HoloLens 2 which might not besufficient to distinguish between the head-down in-dicators [15]. Furthermore both systems need to becalibrated in order to use the same coordinate sys-tem for the data recording. This can be realized forexample with an external head tracker.

8. CONCLUSIONS

The focus of the investigations during the projectHEDELA was to evaluate a potential benefit of ad-vanced assistance systems during ship deck land-ings regarding helicopter handling qualities. A sym-bology concept was developed and implementedinto the Microsoft HoloLens 2 HMD and five flightcontrol modes as well as a maritime test environ-

ment were integrated into the AVES research sim-ulator. The assistance systems were evaluated in asimulator campaignwith three pilots. Objective dataand subjective assessments using NASA TLX, SARTand eye tracking analysis was recording during theevaluation.
The following conclusions can be drawn from theanalysis of the results of the evaluation campaign:
1. Both expert pilots experienced an increase inoverall workload with the HMD during the SDL.
2. Two pilots experienced a (slight) increase in sit-uational awareness with the HMD.
3. Themost experienced pilot evaluated the HMDas not useful for close ship deck operation dueto reduced FOV and overloaded indications inthe HMD.
4. The less experienced pilot evaluated the HMDas very useful and experienced a decrease inworkload and an increase in situational aware-ness.
5. All pilots named the artificial horizon in theHMD as the most useful indication.
6. The analysis of the eyetracking data shows thatall pilots spend most of the time during thelanding looking OTW. The main focus duringgazes inside the cockpit was on the attitude in-dicator follow by the altimeter.
7. The pilot ratings and feedback indicated thatthe pilot workload was extensively reducedwith the advanced control modes.
8. The classical flight control mode TRC and theadvanced flight control mode RTRC was ratedasmost useful for ship/helicopter operation bypilot A.
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10. APPENDIX

The appendix contains the questionnaires andscales used in the piloted simulator study. Fig. 17shows the NASA TLX Scale and Fig. 18 shows the Sit-uation Awareness Rating Technique (SART) scale.

Figure 17 NASA TLX Paper/Pencil Version [34]
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Figure 18 Situation Awareness Rating Technique(SART) 10D Scale [30]
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